PRIOR TO ASKING ________ TO ________ HIM, ________ THOUGHT IT

WOULD BE A GREAT ________ TO HONOR THE AGE OLD ________ OF ASKING

FOR HER ________ IN MARRIAGE FROM HIS FUTURE ________ - IN - LAW

TO - BE, BUT HE HADN'T KNOWN HIM VERY LONG AND HE ________ WHAT

MIGHT BE THE ANSWER. SO HE THOUGHT HE WOULD PRACTICE WITH HIS FRIEND

AS A STAND IN FOR HER ________, HE EVEN PRACTICED IN

FRONT OF HIS ________ AT HOME. HE FINALLY GOT UP ENOUGH

AND WENT TO HER ________ HOUSE AND ________ ON

THE DOOR. WHEN MR. ________ APPEARED, ________ SAID, "SIR, I'D

LIKE TO ASK FOR YOUR DAUGHTER'S ________ IN MARRIAGE?" MR.

_______ SAID, "_______, ARE YOU SURE ALL YOU WANT IS HER

_______?" THEY BOTH HAD A GOOD ________ AND RIGHT THEN

_______ KNEW THAT HE SHOULDN'T HAVE BEEN ________ AT ALL.

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)

b (ed)
FILL OUT THIS SIDE OF THE CARD FIRST (NO PEEKING!).
THEN TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS TO THE FRONT OF THE CARD - OR - QUIZ A FRIEND FOR THE WORDS AND FILL THE FRONT IN FOR THEM!

BRIDE: _____________________
VERB: _____________________
GROOM: _____________________
NOUN: _____________________
NOUN: _____________________
BODY PART: _____________________
BRIDES RELATIVE: _____________________
VERB (ED): _____________________

SAME RELATIVE (’s): _____________________
VERB (ED): _____________________
BRIDES RELATIVE’S LAST NAME: _____________________

GROOM: _____________________
BODY PART: _____________________
SAME LAST NAME: _____________________
TERM OF ENDEARMENT: _____________________

VERB: _____________________
GROOM: _____________________
NOUN: _____________________
NOUN: _____________________

ADJECTIVE: DESCRIBES SOMETHING OR SOMEBODY. SHORT, MESSY, SOFT, UGLY, FAT AND DUMB ARE ALL ADJECTIVES.

ADVERB: TELLS HOW SOMETHING IS DONE. USUALLY ENDS IN ’LY’. CAREFULLY, STUPIDLY, HAPPILY, GREEDILY, AND MODESTLY ARE ALL ADVERBS.

NOUN: IS A PERSON, PLACE OR THING.

VERB: AN ACTION WORD. RUN, PITCH, JUMP, HIKE, ARE VERBS. PAST TENSE VERBS ARE RAN, PITCHED JUMPED, AND HIKED. VERB (ING) MEANS THE WORD NEEDS TO END IN (ING) LIKE SWIMMING, JUMPING, EATING, AND RUNNING.
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